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I'm not sure what your particular financial situation is, but maybe you're one of the millions of people

out there afraid you won't be financially independent at some point in your lifeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Or maybe

you're afraid of losing money in the stock market and would like to know how to guarantee you won't

lose moneyÃ¢â‚¬Â¦If so, would you like to learn how to create true financial freedom and an income

source you control?I hope so, because options' trading empowers investors who are tired of losing

money in the stock market to earn 2 - 4% each month (without being glued to the computer all

day).And right about now you may be saying, "Yeah rightÃ¢â‚¬Â¦"And I have to admit, it does

sound too good to be true, but 1.) It is true and 2.) I completely understand how you feel.I'm

skeptical by nature so even I thought it sounded far fetched, but my mentor showed me how little I

knew about investing.Essentially, options' trading is just another way to invest in the stock

market.You can invest in bonds. You can invest in stocks or commodities, and options' trading is

just another component of stock market investing.The great thing about trading options is you can

make money when the stock market is going up, down, or sideways. Said another way, stock

options are how investors make money when stock prices are going down or just remaining the

same.*You can also use options to benefit from a rise or fall in stock price without actually owning

the stock.*You can position yourself for a big move in the stock price even if you don't know which

way prices will go.*You can earn extra income off of your current stock holdings.*You can buy

stocks at a lower price than everyone else.*And you can guarantee you won't lose money if your

stock declines in price.Options trading is the "thing" or tool that will allow you to earn 24 - 48% on

your money each year. And no that's not a typo; it happens all the time which is why people are so

attracted to options trading.As traders salivate over how much money they can make trading

options they never consider losing money and believe me the downside of options is ugly. Options

are just a tool, period! A medical scalpel in my hand can be bad news for the patient. A scalpel in

the hands of a trained doctor can save a life.Essentially, the improper use of options, like any

powerful tool, can lead to damage.It takes many years to learn how to be a skilled doctor and it

usually takes many years to become a skilled trader.Everyone wants to grow their nest

eggÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Everyone wants to generate incomeÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Everyone wants a bright financial

futureÃ¢â‚¬Â¦And everyone wants to make sure their loved ones are taken care of.However, the

truth behind the dream of becoming a successful investor is that you will most likely go through hell

and back before you succeed.It will most likely take longer to achieve consistent success than you

want it to. And it will be harder than most product promoters claim it to be.However, I still encourage

you to pursue the life of an options trader because it is one of the most rewarding experiences in



life!Also please be aware that you will "not" become an options trading pro after you read through

this book, because you won't. It wasn't designed for that!This book is meant to be a "basic overview

of options trading."It is my hope that what you will learn in this book will compel you to enroll in a

more advanced course on options trading. And that's the purpose of all the free training I put out, I

want to inspire people to learn more.But don't worry I won't be selling you anything in this book nor

selling you on my coaching services (smile).Honestly, I really don't care who you learn from, I just

care that you learn! I want you to experience the Trifecta of Wealth Building...-Earning more

income...-Having more family time...-And giving back to society...I hope you enjoy the book.
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Hey to my main man Trader Travis, WOW!!! What a pleasure and awesome experience reading this

book. I learned so much i have previous history learning about Commodities and Options and past

paper trading experience, this book added to my knowledge.Travis your book is fun to read, simple

and very easy to understand. Good Luck teaching others and continued Success. God Bless you



and to all of my fellow traders and investors this is a must read, HERE'S TO CONSISTENT

PROFITS IN OPTIONS TRADING. --PEACE. S.KELLY

This book is one of the best (if not The Best) books on options trading basics that I have ever read.

The way the author explains things is so clear, easy to understand, and comfortably conversational

in nature. The author's style of writing was like having a good friend explain options to me in a

familiar and comfortable way (just like two friends talking/chatting). Not at all complicated in any

way.TraderTravis, Please write more books like this one on options trading or any other form of

trading and investing. Thank you very much!

Travis, your explanations of the basics are good and your 10 minute strategy is simple and easy to

understand. But to be successful, especially for a newbie, you really need to understand which way

the markets are trending. This is a skill that can take years to master. There are so many indicators

and there is so much data out there. The very best traders know how to sift through all the noise

and simplify the information, leading to profitable trades. For a newbie to jump in and play this game

with the pros is like a weekend warrior suiting up to play his favorite sport against professional

athletes. To adopt your strategy and simply look at a one year chart that has been going up, and is

still going up, as the basis of entering a long call option position, for example, would be a foolish and

uninformed decision if all the indicators were all pointing towards a future nad likely downturn in the

market. If you can recognize the trend, up or down, you are much more likely to enter a profitable

trade. This is my opinion, I have only tried paper trading and have yet to be consistently profitable. I

have scoured the internet for information and came across some good information, like John

Carter's TTM squeeze, because I just could not see how you could place even the simplest of

option trades without having some kind of indicator telling you if a stock, or the market, is likely to go

up or down. MarketClub's product looks pretty good too. Do you teach the technical analysis that

every good trader needs to know?

Read this in one day. Great read. Learned a lot about options trading.

I read the Kindle version of this book. The book provides an enlightened look at trading stock

options and gives a simple strategy to trade puts and calls. Excellent introduction for beginner and

intermediate stock option traders.



Amazing information, really easy to understand and follow - must buy :-)Buy Book - Going to take

course -

I love the way the book explains something (that I thought) complex so simply. I went to the web site

and found tons of free training video. Keep up the good work.

I knew how to trade with stocks and bonds, but I never knew anything about options trading until

2015, when I decided to learn on my own how to use a call or put option. I've read several books

regarding the subject and I'm surprised that this ebook gave me some simple pointers to follow.

Thanks Travis for your invaluable input.
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